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An experimental setup for nondestructive deposition
of size-selected clusters

R. Klingeler, P. S. Bechthold, M. Neeb,a) and W. Eberhardt
Institut für Festkörperforschung, Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich GmbH, 52425 Ju¨lich, Germany

~Received 20 July 2001; accepted for publication 7 January 2002!

An experimental setup for the deposition of mass-selected clusters using a laser vaporization source
and a magnetic field mass selector is presented. Nondestructive deposition and a coverage of 1% of
a monolayer within 5 h are achieved for mass-selected metallofullerene clusters as demonstrated for
deposited Ce@C60 on highly oriented pyrolytic graphite. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the main interests in cluster physics is the ato
by-atom investigation of material properties when goi
from the atom towards the bulk.1 For example, the monitor
ing of the band gap closure in Hg clusters as a function
cluster size has been a milestone in cluster physics.2 So far,
most experiments on mass-selected clusters are limited to
gas phase, e.g., mass spectroscopy,3,4 ion mobility
measurements,5,6 and laser photoelectron spectroscopy
anions.7,8 While the study of clusters in the gas phase p
vides invaluable information on isolated systems the inve
gation of supported clusters is essential for almost any ap
cation.

One of the main motivations is a microscopic und
standing of chemical reactions and catalytic process9

There is a worldwide activity to develop more efficient an
particularly, more selective catalysts in order to enhance t
chemical efficiency. For a systematic investigation the el
tronic structure and geometry of individual clusters must
explored, e.g., to analyze the chemically active centers of
cluster, the interacting orbitals, the vibrational frequenci
bond orders and bond strengths, and the valence elec
density. Particularly the cluster–surface interaction need
be carefully examined because the substrate might to
reshape the geometry and electronic structure of the clu
On surfaces additional spectroscopic tools become availa
like photoelectron and photoabsorption spectroscopy u
UV/vis radiation and x rays or infrared and Ram
spectroscopy.10–17 Essential information on charge transfe
density of states, orbital interaction, hybridization, chemi
information, Jahn–Teller distortion, and intermolecular clu
ter interaction are revealed from these techniques. Furt
more, using scanning tunneling spectroscopy the densit
states both below and in particular above the Fermi level
be monitored.18–21 The latter information is not availabl
from gas phase experiments. Moreover, the gradual cha
of the properties from individual clusters to two- and thre
dimensional cluster assemblies as well as the propertie
clusters on different substrates could be spectroscopic

a!Electronic mail: m.neeb@fz-juelich.de
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studied upon size-selective deposition.22 Finally, gathering
all the information could be used to tailor new nanosco
materials with unique chemical, magnetic, or metallic pro
erties. In order to apply surface sensitive techniques a clu
density of about 1% of a monolayer corresponding to;1
cluster per 100 nm2 is needed. These challenging objectiv
require extremely intense cluster sources combined to h
transmission mass spectrometers. Furthermore, the lan
of mass-selected clusters on the surface needs to be as s
possible to reduce the distortions of the clusters and surfa
to a minimum.

So far, different cluster deposition setups regarding
type of cluster source and mass selection have been real
The chemical reactivity of size-selected supported Pt clus
has been investigated by Heizet al.9 These samples hav
been produced using a laser vaporization source and a q
rupole mass selector.23 Quantum confinement effects of size
selected supported Pt clusters have been measured b
Meiwes–Broer group using scanning tunnelin
spectroscopy.24 They produced the clusters in an arc d
charge source, the mass selection has been achieved us
magnetic sector field. The same combination has been
plied by the Gantefo¨r group for x-ray spectroscopy on size
selected supported Al clusters.25 A time-of-flight mass spec-
trometer has been adapted to an arc discharge cluster
source by Kaiseret al. in order to investigate the mobility o
Sb clusters on surfaces using scanning tunne
microscopy.26 The above experiments take advantage of
fact that laser vaporization and arc discharge sources are
pable of producing clusters of metals and semiconduc
that are hard to vaporize. They usually provide good con
tions for cluster aggregation. An adiabatic expansion of
cluster-helium mixture provides ions with a narrow kine
energy distribution which are then mass-selected. Due to
narrow energy distribution a magnetic or quadrupole m
selection has the advantage of an optimal control over
deposition energy within;1 eV. The overall transmission i
usually better for the gridless time-of-flight method, yet
has to overcome problems arising from the spatial extens
of the cluster beam.

Principally different from the soft-landing method vi
electrostatic deceleration fields is the deposition into a r
3 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Sketch of the cluster depos
tion machine. Three main componen
are the cluster source to the left, th
magnetic mass analyzer in the middl
and the deposition stage to the right.
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gas matrix at low temperatures. This method has been
cessfully employed by Lauet al. who have investigated th
electronic structure of small 3d metal clusters using synchro
tron radiation.27,28 Their clusters are produced via ion spu
tering which principally lacks the advantage of cluster co
densation inherent to the other sources. The advantag
higher cluster intensity, especially for small ones. Mat
deposition from a sputter source along with a quadrup
mass selection has also been used by Harbichet al. in order
to perform scanning tunneling microscopy~STM! and fluo-
rescence spectroscopy on small Ag clusters.29,30 Very re-
cently, von Issendorfet al.have reported on the possibility o
soft cluster deposition combining a magnetron sputter
source and a newly developed time-of-flight ma
spectrometer.31

In the present article a cluster deposition machine
soft landing is described, which combines a pulsed la
vaporization source and a magnetic cluster ion selecto32

The performance of the machine is illustrated by mass sp
tra of metal–carbon clusters and STM pictures of Ce@60

on highly oriented pyrolytic graphite~HOPG!.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Figure 1 shows an overview of the experimental set
The machine combines a laser-vaporation source, a mag
field mass selector, and a soft-landing deposition stage.
clusters are deposited at UHV conditions. Samples can
loaded into various experiments without interrupting t
UHV conditions using an UHV transport chamber.

A. Cluster source

Our design follows the one proposed by Heizet al.23

The principles of a laser-vaporation source are descri
elsewhere.33 It has been modified in order to gain high io
currents of doped fullerenes along with a long-term stabi
of the cluster source. Target rods with diameters betwee
and 15 mm and lengths of 50 mm are used. During opera
the rod rotates at a variable frequency of typically 0.2 H
and the rotation is superimposed by a translation in orde
avoid hole burning.

The laser beam is fed into the source on the axis of
outgoing cluster beam, which gives the advantage o
Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject to AI
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tighter source since no additional channel is needed.
focusing lens doublet is located about 2 m away from
target rod. A plano-convex and a plano-concave lens w
focal lengths of 300 and2200 mm have been used, respe
tively. In order to achieve a small beam spot on the sam
the requirements to the laser beam divergence are esse
The second harmonic~532 nm! of a Q-switched Nd:YAG
laser~Coherent Infinity 40–100! has been used as the vapo
ization laser. The 0.7 mrad beam divergence allows excel
focusing conditions. The laser pulse energy is typically se
20 mJ during operation. Higher ion currents were achiev
when the target rod is slightly out of focus.

To increase cluster condensation, a thermalization ch
ber with 10 mm diameter and 12 mm length is used. F
most efficient fullerene production, this is followed by a dr
tube of 20 mm length with a nozzle of 3 mm diameter. T
helium inlet nozzle~1 mm diameter, 6 mm length! is directed
onto the laser spot on the target rod, and it can be ei
pulsed or continuous. In the pulsed operation mode, a s
noid valve~General Valve, series 9! is used which is driven
by a homemade power supply at 220 V. A variable open
time between 30 and 600ms is possible, and the optima
source performance is achieved for opening times of 90–
ms depending on the helium pressure applied and the des
fullerene. TheQ-switch of the laser is the master trigger
the whole system. Using a built-in pretrigger a typical del
time of 510ms between the helium inlet and the laser sho
applied. The helium~He 6.0! is injected into the system a
backing pressures ranging between 0.5 and 20 bar. In
continuous operation mode proper cluster condensatio
only possible when the helium pressure is adjusted to;2
mbar in the source chamber. While the pulsed mode of
eration supplies slightly higher ion yields, the continuo
mode guarantees a more stable overall performance of
source. Before entering the mass spectrometer the molec
beam is skimmed twice passing a differential pumping sta
The diameter of the skimmers is 5 mm each. The natur
ionized clusters present in the cluster beam are accelerat
4 keV kinetic energy prior to mass selection.

While for metal targets, e.g., Pt, the evaporation of m
ter is almost negligible yielding a quite stable source perf
P license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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mance and high target lifetimes in the range of 1000 h,
graphite or mixed metal–graphite targets burn more rapi
In this case, the lifetime of the target is limited to;10 h, and
the substantial removal of matter from the target rod lead
an unstable cluster source performance on a time scal
several minutes. Moreover, the deposition of carbon soot
side the cluster source generally blocks the nozzle after s
time which usually needs to be cleared hourly. The ma
mum deposition rate was achieved at a background pres
of 2–4 bar He and an opening time of the pulsed valve
90–140ms. A background pressure of less than 1 bar
been of advantage to produce larger metallofullerene c
ters. The pressure in the cluster source chamber was us
held within the 1024 mbar range during deposition.

B. Mass selection

For mass selection a magnetic field analyzer~AMD In-
tectra! is used. The mass resolution can be pushed to a m
mum m/Dm'1000, but for the sake of higher transmissi
the system has been operated atm/Dm'300 during deposi-
tion. The overall transmission of the mass selector has b
determined to be 60% for Cs1 cations produced by a cesium
oven. One of the main requirements for nondestructive de
sition is the energy control of the incoming cluster ions.
the width of the kinetic energy distribution of the monod
persed cluster ion beam is typically about 1 eV when usin
magnetic sector field, a proper deceleration prior to dep
tion is possible.

The cations in the expanding cluster beam are acce
ated to 4 keV kinetic energy immediately behind the seco
skimmer. In order to minimize the ion loss the field lines
the accelerating field end on the surface of the skimmer.
accelerated ions are focused into the entrance slit of the m
netic sector field and are deflected by 58° in a field with
magnetic flux density up to 1.2 T. An electron multipli
behind the exit slit enables us to record mass spectra
scanning the magnetic flux density of the deflection field
constant acceleration voltage.

C. Cluster deposition

At a constant magnetic flux density a certain clus
mass is selected to pass the exit slit of the mass selec
stage and to enter the deceleration optics. The 4 keV kin
energy of the ions is reduced using three subsequent ele
static lenses. The cluster beam is focused onto a circ
aperture of 3 mm diameter located about 1 mm in front
the substrate. As the cluster source is connected to gro
potential, the voltage applied to the substrate determines
deposition energy of the ions. In order to combine the low
possible deposition energy with a minimum ion loss due
stray fields, the substrate voltage is adjusted according to
mass of the selected cluster ions. After adiabatic expan
in helium the clusters have a narrow velocity distributi
about a mean value of 1600 m/s. Clusters with differ
masses have different kinetic energies. For example, w
depositing Ce@C60

1 (mass5861 amu) onto a grounde
substrate, the kinetic energy of the cluster is 11 eV resul
in a kinetic energy per atom of 180 meV. For fullerenes t
Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject to AI
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allows a nondestructive cluster deposition. The ion curr
on the substrate is measured using a Keithley analog e
trometer. When removing the sample the ions can also
monitored using a channeltron that is located right behind
substrate.

Highly oriented pyrolytic graphite~HOPG! was mainly
used as substrate, which is a standard surface in scan
tunneling experiments. Moreover, it is inert with respect
rest gas contamination and is simple to prepare. Along w
its electrical conductivity it is a very suitable substrate f
cluster deposition. At low coverage, the substrate for x-
photoelectron spectroscopy must be chosen in a way tha
cluster-related core level lines are not masked by any s
strate peaks. The clusters are deposited at room tempera

The cluster-covered samples can be transferred to
STM without interrupting the UHV conditions. Using a po
table UHV suitcase they can be loaded into various ot
surface investigation machines such as x-ray photoelec
and IR spectrometers.

D. Vacuum system

In order to overcome the nine orders of magnitude
pressure between the cluster source pressure~2 mbar! and
the desired pressure in the deposition chamber (1029 mbar)
five differential pumping stages are used. Moreover, the p
sure in the source chamber must not exceed 1023 mbar. Oth-
erwise, the conditions are unfit for adiabatic expansion, an
scattering-free molecular beam cannot be formed. The so
chamber is pumped by a 3200 l/s turbopump~Pfeiffer TPU
2200! backed by a 300 l/s roots blower~Pfeiffer WKP 1000
A! and a 36 l/s rotary vein pump~Pfeiffer DUO 120 A!.
When operating the cluster source at constant helium fl
the pressure in the source chamber is in the low 1024 mbar
range. Two skimmers with 5 mm diameter each borde
chamber pumped by a 920 l/s turbo drag pump~Pfeiffer
TMU 1001 D!. The chambers containing the entrance a
exit slits of the mass analyzer are pumped by a 180 l/s~Pfe-
iffer TPU 180! and a 220 l/s~Pfeiffer TMU 260! turbopump,
respectively. The ion tube between the poles of the deflec
magnet separates the ion source optics and the depos
optics efficiently. A low cross section (;5330 mm2) of 50
cm length results in a high flow resistance. The pressur
the chamber immediately behind the magnet is abou
31028 mbar during operation. This chamber also conta
the ion detector. The deposition chamber is pumped by a
l/s turbopump~Pfeiffer TPU 450 H!, a titanium sublimation
pump, and a liquid nitrogen trap. This chamber is separa
from the previous chamber by an ion drift tube of 25 m
diameter and 350 mm length. The tube is mobile in orde
allow the closure of a gate valve when not operating
deposition. Thus the contamination of the deposition cha
ber is limited, e.g., when recording mass spectra. Dur
deposition the pressure is in the high 1029 mbar range,
mainly due to helium gas. The transfer system is equip
with a battery-driven ion getter pump in order to warra
UHV conditions during sample transfer.
P license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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III. RESULTS

A. Production of carbon clusters

The cluster condensation process depends crucially
the applied helium pressure. A general trend can be
served: at low helium pressure the production of fullere
and cage structures is preferred, whereas at higher he
pressure small clusters are produced preferentially. Figu

FIG. 2. Abundance spectra of lanthanum-doped carbon cluster cations
at different source conditions. At low helium backing pressure~900 mbar!,
the size regime of doped fullerenes La@Cn

1 (n>36) is prominent. In con-
trast, at higher pressure~2000 mbar! LaCn

1 clusters with less than 20 car
bon atoms gain intensity with respect to the low-pressure spectrum.
Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject to AI
n
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shows mass spectra of lanthanum-doped carbon cluster
ions taken at different helium pressure conditions. As sho
previously, the mass spectra obtained from metal-doped
bon rods~doping concentration 1%, metal5Sc, Y, La, Ce,
and Gd! usually start at the metal monomer.34,35 At low he-
lium backing pressure~900 mbar!, the abundance of the clus
ters in the cage regime La@Cn

1(n>36) is strongly en-
hanced with respect to smaller clusters. At a backing pres
of 2 bar the main intensity switches to lower masses, a
LaCn

1 clusters with up to 20 carbon atoms gain intensity.
all pressures applied, LaCn

1 clusters withn50, 2, 3, and 4
appear in the spectra, whereas clusters with 5<n<20 disap-
pear at still higher pressures.

B. Mass resolution

Figure 3 shows a mass spectrum of pure carbon clu
cations in the mass range up to 2714 amu. The onset ofn

1

cluster intensity is found aroundn530, which is also sup-
posed to be the onset of cage structures. The overall di
bution peaks aroundn5140, and clusters with more tha
200 carbon atoms are produced in considerable amounts
only even-numbered clusters show up in the spectru
fullerenes are the most likely structures in the cluster be
This spectrum has been recorded in the pulsed valve mod
a particularly low helium background pressure of 540 mb
and moderate laser power. The inset shows an enlargem
of the mass region between 1420 and 1550 amu. The p
width at half maximum is about 6 amu yielding a mass re
lution of m/Dm'300. This spectrum has been taken w
both the entrance and exit slits wide open in order to
maximum ion throughput. The mass resolution can be
proved by narrowing the entrance and exit slits, however
the cost of a reduced transmission.

C. Deposition

Figure 4 shows scanning tunneling pictures of a HO
surface covered with~a! Ce@C60 and ~b! C60 clusters, the

en
-
to
-
-
f

FIG. 3. Mass spectrum of pristine car
bon cluster cations with masses up
2600 amu, taken at a helium back
ground pressure of 540 mbar. The in
set shows the mass peaks o
C120

1 – C128
1. An analysis of the peak

widths yields a mean resolution
m/Dm'300.
P license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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latter in a low coverage region.18 The STM data have bee
measured at room temperature using a chemically etc
tungsten tip.36 The tip was prepared for scanning tunneli
spectroscopy measurements as described previously.37 This
results in a somewhat reduced spatial resolution but is be
suited for spectroscopic measurements. The clusters
been deposited for 5 h at anaverage ion current of;1 pA.
The impact kinetic energy of the clusters was kept at 1
meV per atom, which is well below the limit for ‘‘soft land
ing.’’ Since both the cluster source and the substrate h
been kept at ground bias, the remaining kinetic energy du
deposition results from the adiabatic expansion~;11 eV! of
the clusters. Due to the large number of vibrational degr
of freedom this is a very low energy with respect to the o
of thermally evaporated C60 ~;800 °C! corresponding to a
total excitation energy of about 16 eV. The background pr
sure during deposition has been 131028 mbar, mainly due
to helium.

Terraces of the HOPG substrate are visible in the sur
scans, separated from each other by monoatomic step e
The clusters are the bright spots having an apparent diam
of about 30 Å. They show a fairly uniform distribution a
expected from a statistical deposition from the gas ph
@Fig. 4~a!#. The clusters do not migrate at room temperat
as several consecutive STM pictures show an unchange
pology. Island formation has not been observed, and a d
ration of step edges does not appear. From this we conc
that the interaction between the clusters and the HOPG
strate is fairly strong. The maximum height of the clusters
6.7 Å, which is close to the diameter of free C60, confirming
that the clusters survive the deposition process indestruc
Note that the height of structures on a surface can be de
mined quite accurately by STM, whereas the lateral size
pears enlarged due to a convolution of the cluster shape
the tip geometry. The increased lateral size of individ
clusters in STM scans has been observed previously
samples of C60 on Si~100! that have been prepared by the
mal evaporation of fullerite.38 The density of clusters on th
surface is one per 838 nm2 as revealed by counting th
spots on the surface. This value is in rough coincidence w
the one expected from the measured ion current during d
sition. Scanning tunneling spectroscopy data taken at
sample shown in Fig. 4~b! are in agreement with previou
investigations that have been performed using sample

FIG. 4. STM pictures of~a! Ce@C60 and ~b! C60 on HOPG at room tem-
perature. Note the fairly uniform cluster distribution in~a!.
Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject to AI
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thermally evaporated C60 molecules.19,21 Moreover, an over-
all agreement between the measured peak positions and
culated local-density-approximation eigenvalues has b
found.
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